ABSTRACT

It is a translation research regarding translation shift from passive voice to active in the dialog of *Cerpen Pilihan Kompas 2001 Mata Yang Indah* and *Kompas Best Short Stories 2001 Beautiful Eyes*. The goals are to find out some of Indonesian passive constructions, how they are shifted into active voice, how far this shift will influence translation outcome, and what drives the translation to apply this shift. The analysis will be based on the shift pattern and the elements of voices: agent, verb, and the affected entity. The result shows certain passive forms translated into different sentence types, including active transitive voice, imperative, cleft sentence, the use of existential *there*, and idiomatic expression. The shift deals also with definition and adjustment of the voice elements, like agent, verb, and the affected entity. There are also mistranslations triggered by passive-to-active translation shift. It can be concluded that there are certain typical passive construction appeared and they are shifted into several type of passive-to-active translation shift pattern. Then, this shift influences the meaning delivery process due to mistranslations and the translator views it is important to apply this kind of shift to achieve the same extent of usualness for the target language readers. Implication for the next research is a translation shift study regarding voice form in other narrative text forms, in addition to involve another area of linguistics study.
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